Reception overview – Spring 1 2022
Aliens

Books and Text

28/2/22
There’s an
Alien in your
book
Hook –
spaceship in a
tree

Sentence Stem

I think
The plant has

7/3/22
There’s an
Alien in your
book
Aliens and
footprints
Slime on
windows
We found
I think

14/3/22
Here come the
Aliens

21/3/22
Here come the
Aliens

There are

There are

Gross Motor
Gymnastics
Jumps leaps
and turns spins
etc
Fine Motor

Gross Motor
Gymnastics
Balancing with
quoits and
balance boards

28/3/22
There’s an
Alien in my
bedroom.
Louise Nilon

4/4/22
The Alien
Julia Holder

Gross Motor
Gymnastics
Straight role
Teddy role
Fine Motor

Gross Motor
Gymnastics
Tucked forward
role, standing
forward role.
Fine Motor

Mark and
move
Dough disco

Mark and move
Dough disco

Easter

Prime areas

Physical
development

Gross motor
Gymnastics
Balancing on
benches and
tables
Fine motor
Mark and
move

Gross Motor
Balance on
floor then
bench
Fine motor

Mark and
move
Dough disco

Mark and
move
Dough disco

Mark and move
Dough disco

Personal, social
and emotional
development.

Helping
children to
resolve conflict
friendship

Communication Choose 5
and Language
different words
from the story
to concentrate
on developing
vocab

Helping
children to
resolve conflict
powerpoint

Model
different
sentences with
the words in

Model
different
sentences with
the words in.

Specific Areas
Literacy

Class target

IIP individual
target

Choose 5
different words
from the story
to concentrate
on developing
vocab
Human
Bizarre
Peace
Approaching
galaxy

Using language
of the story
while retelling
it.

Antennae
Double
Imagine
Adventure
Creature

Antennae
Double
Imagine
Adventure
Creature

I think
sentence about
where the
spaceship has

We found
Design a
sentence about spaceship and
where we
label it
found the baby
alien

Human
Bizarre
Peace
Approaching
galaxy

Helping
children to
resolve
conflict
Scenarios
Strange
Tune
Round as the
moon

Helping children to
resolve conflict
Sharing

Easter
Bonnet
Good Friday
Lent

.

Model
different
sentences with
the words in.

Describe alien
made in craft
last week.

Write own
poem about
an alien in
another part
of their house.

Facts about Easter

come from.
What it is. Etc

Use sentence
stem It has …….

The bean diary

Write a
I think
sentence
sentence about saying which is
what we
their favourite
imagine the
alien and why
aliens planet is
like

Maths

Composition of
8

Composition of
9

Composition
10

Composition of
10

Number facts

Mastery in
number wk 14

Mastery in
number wk 15

Mastery in
number wk 16

Understanding
the world.

Pancake day

Code a pillar
Session 1

Code a pillar

She has
He has

Write about
an alien in
school and
what it would
do.

Composition of
different numbers.

Mastery in
number wk 17

Composition
of different
numbers
Mastery in
number wk 18

spring

Spring

Easter – Why
Christians celebrate
Easter.

Mother’s day

Expressive arts
and design

Paint alien
make houses.
Flying saucers

Paper mache
planets

Make an alien
playdough

Mother’s day
cards

Easter Cards

Outside

Alien hunt

Large shapes –
laminate make
aliens.

Shapes
Large shapes
on the floor
jump on the
right one.

Weight
Bucket scales
Light heavy

Weight

Aliens tricky
words throw
bean bag/

Mastery in number
wk 19

Length

sponge with
water to a
certain word.

